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The Syrian Network for Human Rights (SNHR),founded in 
June 2011, is a non-governmental, independent group that 
is considered a primary source for the OHCHR on all death 
toll-related analyses in Syria.

The United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, Ms. Michelle Bachelet, announced that 350,209 people 

have been identified killed in the conflict in Syria between March 2011 to March 2021, including 26,727 women and 

27,126 children, noting that the largest number of killings was recorded in Aleppo governorate, followed by Damas-

cus Suburbs, Homs, Idlib, then Hama . This was in an oral update before the Human Rights Council within the meet-

ings of the forty-eighth session of the Council in Geneva on Friday, September 24, 2021.

The Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) issued statistical analyzes of the death toll in the 

conflict in Syria during the first years of the conflict, but it suspended this work, unfortunately, in August 2014, an-

nouncing at the time that 191,369 people had died.
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The Syrian Network for Human Rights (SNHR) has shared all the casualties’ data that SNHR has documented with 

the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights over the past decade, and we have supported its work in 

analyzing the casualties of the conflict in Syria due to the importance and status of the UNHCHR’s role in drawing 

international attention to the issue of murder in Syria, and the fact that this unprecedented bloodshed is still con-

tinuing, as well as demanding an end to the killings, holding the perpetrators accountable, and working to find a 

solution to the armed conflict, which has left so many victims of murder, and we believe that all of these issues are 

at the core of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights’ remit.

Fadel Abdul Ghany, Director of the Syrian Network for Human Rights, says:

We have repeatedly called for the return of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to 

focus on analyzing the death toll in Syria after it stopped in August 2014. We greatly welcome its return, 

which was delayed for seven years, and we pledge to support this role and to continue to provide data. 

We also hope that the upcoming analyses will include an identification of responsibility for the perpe-

trators of the crime of killing in Syria, for which the Syrian regime and its allies bear by far the largest 

percentage of responsibility, around 91%, according to the Syrian Network for Human Rights’ database.

It should be emphasized that the figures issued by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights represent the 

bare minimum that have been documented, and we believe that the real numbers are far greater. For example, the SNHR’s 

data indicate that at least 102,793 Syrian citizens are currently subjected to enforced disappearance, with this status mean-

ing we cannot classify them as dead and add their data to that of the victims known to have been killed.

The announcement of the High Commissioner for Human Rights that 350,209 people have been killed in Syria should have 

a great impact on the countries of the world, especially the UN Security Council, whose abject failure over ten years in 

Syria is once again proven through this terrible death toll, and should oblige it [the Security Council] and the democratic 

countries of the world to take serious action to stop the killing in Syria. This frightening statistic constitutes a disgrace to 

humanity, and not only condemns the Syrian regime/ Iran/ Russia who are known to the majority of the peoples of the 

world as oppressive dictatorial regimes involved in violations that constitute crimes against humanity in Syria, but consti-

tutes a greater condemnation to the countries of the world that claim to uphold international law and to fight impunity.

This horrifying statistic should also end the efforts of all countries that are considering restoring the relationship 

with the Syrian regime, which has completely betrayed its responsibility to protect the Syrian people, but is instead 

the main cause of the vast majority of deaths; any efforts to normalize or to restore relations with the regime are a 

form of supporting impunity for a regime involved in crimes against humanity.

The international community must pledge to help to hold those who carried out the killings in Syria accountable 

for their crimes, to compensate victims’ families, and to support the transitional justice process, moving toward 

the introduction of a system of governance that prevents the recurrence of such murderous atrocities in Syria and 

which respects democracy and human rights.


